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ABSTRACT
Investigations continued through the Second and Third Quarters of 1968
into the causes of capacity loss following heat sterilization. To date a
definite cause has not been established. When cells are constructed in
PPO cell cases sealed with epoxy adhesives, the phenomenon seems
especially bad in small (5 amp-hr) size cells. On the other hand, cells
assembled in Teflon inserts contained in nickel bomb do not show capa-
city loss following heat sterilization even after epoxies, or PPO, or other
organic components are deliberately included. The latter observations
have suggested that the cause may be more mechanical than chemical.
Preliminary cycling, before sealing and sterilizing in PPO cases, offers
the possibility of checking, cell performance before flight. By careful
discharge to assure no remaining zinc metal, pressure build-up during
sterilization was avoided, and under certain conditions capacities have
been satisfactory.
Studies of plastic bonded zinc electrodes have begun in the attempt to
achieve longer cycle life.
A battery made up of 5 amp-hr sealed cells was heat sterilized and per-
formed satisfactorily after the JPL-CSAD test drop in which the i:Knpact
was 2800 g.
For larger size cells (25 amp-hr), one-inch wide plates reinforced with
sheet metal cores have been designed and are expected to survive impacts
up to 4000 g.
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aELECTROCHEMISTRY
1. INTRODUCTION
Experiments conducted during the Second and Third Quarter of 1968 dealt
with three major areas: the effects of he tt sterilization on cell capacity,
the re-examination of reinforced zinc electrodes for possibly improved
cycle life, and the prolonged cycling of six-cell bdtterie,,.
II. STERILIZATION EF ECTS
In general, cells which have been heat sterilized at 135°C for 120 hours
prior to sealing have giver, capacities of about 0. 35 amp-hrs /g of silver,
while those which have been sealed in polyphenylene oxide cases and then
sterilized have capacities of only about 0.25 amp-•hrs/g ,Ag, (The fore-
going statement is not designed to point the finger at polyphenylene oxide,
but to prepare for a later discussion in which cell packs were sealed in
Teflon inserts in nickel bombs prior to sterilization. )
A. Possibly; Location of Capacity Loss at the Silver Electrode
In the course of investigating the above-described capacity loss, seven
cells shown in Table I were made up in polyphenylene oxide (PPO 534-801)
cases, sealed, then sterilized. It was noted that, in this group, all cells
except 69-8 and 82-1 gained in capacity as cycling proceeded until they
reached about 0.32 anip-hrs/g Ag. Cells 69-8 and 82-1 remained close
to the original low value.
Each of these two cells had a hole drilled through the cell wall and was
then inserted into a jar containing electrolyte and a zinc electrode for
reference. Reference voltages indicated that for both cells, the charges
were terminated by the silver electrodes. After overcharging for two
hours, only the positive electrodes showed high overvoltagts indicating
fully charged condition. The value for cell 69-8 was the higher, being
greater then that generally observed. For cells 69-8 and 82-1 the cell
voltages after two hours of overcharge were 2. 176 and 2. 110; the silver
to zinc reference voltages were 2. 143 and 2.088; the zinc to zinc refer-
ence values were -0.033 and -0.022. Current at the time of the ::ead-
ings was 100 ma which is approximately 6 ma per sq. in. At the end of
discharge, reference voltages indicated, as expected for sealed cells,
that the zinc electrodes became depleted in capacity first.
Whatever is the cause of the lower then expected performance in sealed
sterilized cells, its effect apparently diminishes during cycling, at least
in most instances. That the effect is at the silver electrode is apparent
because this is the electrodR that controls charge acceptance. That the
silver electrode is itself not , sponsible does not necessarily follow, since1 -
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no electrode acts independently of the other. Also certain characteristics
of the separator, particularly electrolyte diffusion, can affect the per-
formence of one or both of the electrodes.
Because of the possible role of the silver electrode, a variation indensity
of these electrodes was included as part of this study. The positives of
roils 90-2 and 90-4 (Table IV) were made at a lower density than those of
89-1 and 89-2 which had the standard density common to all positive
Electrodes previously described in laboratory work. It may be significant
that enuring the second cycle after, sterilization the capacities of the low-
density-positive eils did not drop while those of the cells with positives
of standard density dial drop. However, this investigation is in only very
preliminary stages and requires further evaluation.
B. Effect of Oceanic Compone nts on Capacity of Cells Sealed
The n Ste ril z d 
In order to examine the effect of organic components on cell capacities
following sterilization n the sealed condition, a number of experiments
have been conducted in containers consisting of Teflon inserts sealed in
nickel bombs. Originally, these cells hac: large head space, and, in order
to simulate actual cell conditions,	 the design was changed so as to pro-
vide a smaller unoccupied volume. The status of the entire study is
summarized in Table II.
With few exceptions, the capacities of the cells, whether sterilized or
:not, were around 0. 35 amp-hrs/g Ag. At this point, ;he data seem to
indicate that the organics d:d not reduce the cell capacity. More com- 	 M
plete interpretation will be attempted when the series has been com-
pleted.
An experiment was carried out to investigate whether an amine, such !Is
might be used as an antioxidant or an epoxy catalyst, might have a dele-
terious effect on cell capacity. The amine chosen was DMP-30, and it 	 I
was injected into four cells which had previously been assembled in Teflon
inserts in nickel bombs. The performance is shown in Table III. Whether
the cells had been sterilized before and/or after injection of DMP-30 did
not appear to influence capacity significantly.
C. Effect of Sterilization of Previously Circled Sealed Cells
1. Discharge Techniques
Data on cells which were cycled before sterilization have not been con-
sistent. Some cells, for example cells 434-80-1 and 434-80-5 made in
nickel bombs (Table I.II), performed nearly as well after sterilization as
before. Others, such as cells 89-1 and 89-2 sealed in PPO cases (Table
IV), suffered considerable capacity loss. It was found that the state of
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'	 charge of the cell at the start of heat sterilization is very important. It
is desirable that the cell be sufficiently discharged so that very little zinc
metal remains, but not discharged beyond the last trace of zinc metal.
Obviously this requires great care.
One method that is satisfactory in achieving the desired state is to dis-
charge the cell through a resistor to an end voltage of 0. 22. This step
can be repeated using successively higher resistances. The final load
should be at least 100 ohms. After the desired state of charge has been
achieved, the open circuit voltage should be within the range of 0. 75 to
0. 81 volts.
In another method, complete discharge was accomplished by first dis-
charging the cells at 2.0 amperes to 1. 30 volts, further discharging at
h.0 amperes to zero volts, and then shorti.,.,g the terminals. The ter-
minals remained shorted during sterilization. Because. the pressures
within the cells during sterilization were the same as those normally
observed for unformed cells during sterilization, it was concluded that
the cells were completely discharged. This method of attaining the
proper state of discharge before sterilization was used for the cells made
in nickel brmbs and shown in Table III which had generally good per-
.ormance.
The third method was used in studies on the practicality of sterilizing
sealed, unformed cells assembled in PPO cases, cycling, and re--
sterilizing. Cells 42-3, 69 -1, and 69 -3 (Table IV) were externally
shorted after the sixth discharge, let stand a day or so at room temper-
ature, and then placed in an oven at 70°C for several days. These cells
were then sterilized for 72 hours at 135°C. Capacities on subsequent
cycles were good. Cells 89-1, 89 -2, 90-2, and 90 -4 (Table IV) were
shorted in the same fashion after one cycle and were then heat sterilized
for i.LO hours at 135"C. Cells 89 -1 and 89 -2, with normal density posi-
tives, gave one reasonably good cycle and then fell off badly. Cell 90-2,
with lower density positives, gave 6 good cycles, but its counterpart 90-4
gave 6 consistently poor cycles. It is possible that the longer sterili-
zation time (120 hours) led to this behavior which appears rather
inconsistent.
2. 'Use of Mercuric Oxide
If cells are to be cycled before being sealed and sterilized, it should be
possible to use mercuric oxide as the additive to the zinc electrode rather
than compound 323-43. To determine what the characteristics of such
cells would be, a series of six cells were constructed. Their performance
data are found in Table V. As expected, before sterilization they gave
higher capacities than those normal for cells containing 323-43, but after
sterilization, their yields were within the range of the better cells contain-
ing 323-43. For two cells, 32-1 and 32-2 there was an unexpected
decrease in load voltages following heat sterilization.
- 7 -
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TABLE V
Performance of Silver -Zinc Cells Containing Mercuric Oxide,
Sterilized After One Cycle
Cell Number 26-1 26-2 32-1 32-2 33-6 33-7
Positive electrode
density	 69 gm/in3 78 gm/in3 7R gm/in 3 78 gm/in3 69 gm/in3 69 grn/in3
Grams of silver 14.7 15.0 15.0 15.0 14.7 14.7
Type of Negative
electrode (1) PP-S PP-S PP-S PP-S PP-S PP-S
Mix for Negative
Electrode (2) 88-5-7 88 -5-7 88 -5-7 88-5-7 88-5-7 88.5-7
Formation:
Rate of Conversion
of HgO 10 ma 10 ma 10 ma 10 ma 50 ma 50 ma
Charge rate 100 ma 100 ma 100 ma 100 ma 100 ma 100 ma
Amp hr accepted 5.73 6.35 6.82 6.91 6.03 5.92
Amp hr/gm 0.390 0. 4Z3 0.453 0.460 0.410 0.402
First Discharge:
Amp hr at 100 ma
per sq. in. 4.89 5.19 6.12 5.94 5.40 5.22
Amp hr at 20 ma
per sq. in. 0.60 0.55 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.42
Total amp hr 5.49 5.74 6.48 6.30 5.76 5.64
Amp hr/gm silver 0.374 0.382 0.432 0.420 0.391 0.383
After first discharge, cells were sterilized i ,)r 72 hours at 135°C
Amp hr recharge 5.39 N. A. 6.01 5.91 5.44 5.48
(continued)
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ATABLE V	 (continued)
Performance of Silver - Zinc: Cells Containing Mercuric Oxide,
Sterilized After One Cycle
Cell Number 26-1 26 - 2 32-1 3?, - 2 33-6 33•-7
Second Discharge:
Amp hr at 100 ma
per sq.	 in. 4.50 5.28 2.79 2.70 4.86 4.38
Amp hr at 20 ma
per sq.	 in. 0.42 0.40 2 . 64 2.75 0.37 0.68
Total Amp hr 4.92 5.68 5.43 5.45 5. 23 5. 06
Amp hr per gm Ag 0 . 334 0.377 0 . 362 0.362 0.355 0.344
Load Voltages After:
60 min. at 100 ma
per sq.	 in. 1.440 1.461 1.375 1.354 1.425 1.414
90 min. at 100 ma
per sq. in. 1.437 1 . 457 1 . 345 1.310 1.423 1.410
Third Discharge:
Amp hr per gm Ag 0.325 0 . 364 0.359 0.365 - •-
NOTE:	 1. PP-S; pressed powder - sintered (see Section III B)
2. 88 076 ZnO, 5% HgO, 776 Teflon
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FNeverthcless, nr the basis of the data of Task VII of this contract, there
Cxists a need for the presence of compound 323-43. As may be recalled,
when GX type separator was used in silver cadmium cells, the cycle and
stand life values were lower than cells having zinc electrodes with com-
p c, u nd :32'3-43.
The complete elimmati.on of compound 323-43 is thus not desirable, but
some advantage might be realized by reducing its percentage and adding
mer.:ur is oxide to replace it. This was done in the cells in Table V1. It
I.s interesting to note that, for cells made with epoxy cure cycle number
2, the performance was very satisfactory (0.32--0.39 AH/gms Ag). How-
ever with the epoxy cure cycle number 2, the cell capacity was only about
0. 26. The effect of the epoxy cure cycle is the topic of the following
section.
3, Influence of Sealing Technique
A number of cells were sealed with an epoxy DEN438 resin and catalyst
I1 (Emerson. and Cumings) in a ratio of 18 parts catalyst to 100 parts
resin. The data for a group of cells of similar internal construction is
shown in Tables Vl and VII. Only the order of the steps involved in
attaching the cover to the case was varied.
Apparently, the heat cure of the epoxy is the critical one and must precede
both formation and the final seal. The implication of this is that there is
some substance present which affects some part of the cell during sterili-
zation but which can probably be removed as a vapor during the curing if
the cell is unsealed. This suggests further study. It can be observed in
Table VII that the 37-series of cells, which had their first exposure to
elevated temperature after the final seal had been made, developed
pressure during sterilization, during cycling, and gave low capacities.
Ir. the 49-series of cells, the first exposure to elevated temperature
occurred after the first cycle but before the final seal. Capacities were
even lower than for the 37 series, but pressure problems were of lesser
importance. The best results were obtained with cells 32-3 and 32-4.
For cells 33-2, 33-3, 50-7 and 50-8 in Table VI, elevated temperature
epoxy cure preceded the formation cycle and sealing followed that cycle.
For cells 50-3 and 50-4, epoxy cure followed the formation cycle as for
the 49-series of Table VII. Results were similar. Whether the use of
10 separator layers instead of 8 accounts for the poorer performance
shown by cells 50-7 and 50-8 compared with 33-2 rnd 33-3 is not known.	 1
Performance similar to this have been most confusing throughout recent
work on these cells. Cells which have been constructed in pairs or
triplets and processed together, have given nearly identical performance,
while other groups similarly p rocessed, have been similar in performance
to each other, but different from the prior group. It is likely that some
small processing detail is critical, but what it is has not yet been dis-
c vere .'
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tIII. PLASTIC BONDED ZINC ELECTRODES 	 .V
As noted in the Report for the First Quarter of 1968 (p. 29), there is
currently a requirement for a heat sterilizable silver-zinc cell capable
of delivering 400 cycles of 50% depth of disch-irge following a soft landing.
Jt was felt that chances of succeeding in this effort could be improved if
washing out of negative active material were reduced by some sort of
bonding agent introduced into the zinc oxide powder mixture. /among many
possibilities for such struc ,ures, two were selected for examination in the
research laboratories. These were so-called micropornus plastic re-
inforced (MPR) zinc electrodes and sintered Teflon bonded zinc electrodes.
The Exide Missile and Electronics Division (EMED) investigated a third
type, the Teflon emulsion treated electrodes developed by Yardney Electric
Company under USAECOM Contract No. DAAB07-67-C-0185. EMED's
work is described under the section on Fabrication and Testing of Cells.
A. MPR Zinc Electrodes
Zinc electrodes of the ESB proprietary microporous plastic reinforced
type were examined briefly in the period before August 1966. When it was
discovered that heat sterilization did not cause deterioration of standard,
unformed ZnO electrodes, the work with the MPR type was discontinued.
Interest was revived with the high cycle life requirement.
A typical formulation would consist of
93 parts ZnO powder
7 parts compound 323-43
10 parts polyethylene
10 parts finely powdered carboxylic type cation
exchange resin.
The ingredients are milled together on a rubber mill and sheeted off in
the desired thickness. Layers are then pressed on either side of silver
mesh grids.
Such structu- es swell about 50% in ZnO-saturated 43% KOH and, upon
electrical formation, yield firm electrodes quite different in appearance
and strength from standard zinc electrodes. However, the only electrodes
made to date have had rather poor efficiency of utilization of active mate-
rial, and gassing may be higher than normal. Nevertheless, this type of
electrode is capable of modification of its formulation and may prove of
interest with further work.
B. Sintered Teflon Bonded Electrodes
Previous work had indicated that a negative active material mix contain-
ing greater than usual quantity of 'Teflon produced electrodes having
- 15 -
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improved cycling characteristics. The technique of fabrication was as
follows. A powder mix containing zinc oxide, compound 323-43, and
Teflon powder wa:+ blerded in a Waring Blender. Powder of this blend
was pressed on to silver grids in the normal fashion. These electrodes
were sintered in a furnace by placing the electrodes on silver sheets, one
on top of the other with a silver sheet on top of the top electrode layer.
The maximum sintering temperature permissible was apparently 350°C.
The thermocouple in the furnace used showed the latter temperature near
the rear -if the chamber and midway between the top and bottom of the
chamber. The temperature at the bottom of the furnace was measured
at 320° C. A sintering time of 1 hour and a plate density of 46-48 grams
per cubic inch were the only time and density conditions studied to date.
A series of four cells having electrodes of the latter type was constructed
and tested. Thr se were not sterilized. Three cells contained 8 layers of
separator and 46% KOH electrolyte. The other had 6 layers of separator
and 44% KOH. Their performance data are shown in Table VIII and indicate
that further evaluation of electrodes of this type merit stuciy.
TABLE VIII
Performance Data on Nor..-Sterilized Ag-Zn Cells Having
Sintered Teflon Negative Electrodes
Cell Number 93-1 93 - 2 93 - 3 93 - 4
KOH concentration 44% 46% 46% 46%
Designed wet thickness of
separator 2.8 2.2 2.2 2. 8 (x10 -3
Number of ^. ^arator Layers 6 8 8 8
Negative Electrode Mix (1) A A B B
Formation: Amp hr s / gm Ag
Before Partial Cycle 0.38 0.45 0.41 0.39
After Partial Cycle 0.03 - 0.04 0.04
Total 0.41 0.45 0.45 0.43
Discharge Capacity (amp hrs/gm Ag) 1
First 0.38 0.41 0.38 0.38
Second 0.38 0.37 0.35 0.36
Third 0.36 0.39 0.35 0.36
Load Voltages at 100 ma/sq in
After 30 min 1.475 1.496 1.575 1.622
60	 " 1.442 1.425 1.424 1.440
90	 " 1.431 1.418 1.408 1.418
120	 " 1.424 1.409 1.397 1.406
180	 " 1.365 1.383 1.325 1.315
Note (1) A
	 -	 86% ZnO, 7% compound 323-43, 7% Teflon
B	 - 83% ZnO, 7% compound 323-43, 10% Teflon
-	 16 - .^
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,' V. CYCLING OF SIX-CELL BATTERIES_
Two batteries of six cells (-;ach (sealed after sterilization) have been auto-
matically cycled at a depth of discharge of approximately 60% of nominal
capacity. The cycle was characterized by a load resistance for 3 hours
and a 21-hour recharge using modified constant potential of 1. 93 volts per
cell. When a cell failed, A was replaced by a new cell, and cycling con-
tinued. In all instances cif failure, shorting has been the cause. While
some cells gave evidence of zinc shorting over the tops of the separator
to the lead wires of the silver electrodes, which were not protected by
insulating sleeves, dissection revealed silver penetration through all six
separator layers. Although capacity losses as such were not the failure
modes, evidence of considerable erosion of fictive material at the zinc
electrodes was apparent. Failure in one instance was as early as 33
cycles, but the usual number of cycles obtained was in the range of 120
to 130 with one cell attaining as many as 200 cycles. It seems obvious
that to attain a goal of 400 cycles, additional separation layers of the
tyke used (SWRI-GX) and a zinc electrode less likely to erode will be
needed.
sisI
FABRICATION AND TESTING OF CELLS
I. FABRICATION AND TESTING OF 25 AH CELLS
A. Objectives and Past Development. - Design goals for this task were
to develop and test non-inagnetic 25-50 AH sealed Ag-Zn0 cells capable
of one year prelaunch wet storage, steri.liza4ion in nitrogen at 135°C
for 120 hours, charge, preflight testing, 8-month interplanetary travel
charged on float or stand, a planet landing impact of 2800 t 200 g from
113 ± 2 ft. per second in any axis and then four cycles of rated capa-
city. Previous test cell designs, stress analyses, and impact tests
up to 24,000 g have shown that light weight polysulfone and polypheny-
lene oxide plate reinforcements must be replaced by metal core structures.
Recent tests have verified a 2800 g capability in 5 AH cells having
plates supported by silver core structures. At higher capacities, or
weight per plate, Inconel, Zirconium, and silver-boron composites with
much higher tensile strength, buckling strength and stiffness factors
become essential in the plate core design.
B. High Impact-Heat Sterilizable 3/4 Framed Plate Design. - A single
one negative-2 positive plate cell was designed and fabricated to
establish the feasibility of silver plated Inconel 600 plate cores,
framed on sides and bottom with PPO 531-801, withstanding the 3,000 g
shock. The framed negative core was dry pasted within the cavity
created by the frame; then five layers of GX membrane were cemented to
the frame. Two half positives were similarly framed, cemented on
either side of the negative plate, and the whole 3-plate element
assembly was then dropped into a close fitting PPO 531-801 jar. Inconel
structured tabs from each plate and redundant electrical leads were
- 18 -
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sealed witti epoxy into the top cell cover which was sealed to the jar.
The cell assembly thus formed was then structurally sound in each
axis with support in compression and tension from the edge of all plates
directly to the case.
After activation under vacuum and seal, the cell was sterilized
120 hours at 135 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere successfully without
electrolyte leakage. Water loss through the case was 3 grams of 42
gins of 439/6 KOH electrolyte in the cell, a greater quantity than expected.
During formation charge the current drifted erratically requiring con-
stant monitoring. Cell voltage rose to 2.10 volts within the first
hour of zinc oxide conversion. Suspecting inadequate electrolyte,
the cell was vented, flooded under vacuum, then adjusted to proper
level, and resealed. Charge voltage reached 1.97 volts in 4 hours -
very premature.	 Open circuit voltage was stable, but no further
charge acceptance was possible.
Dissection of the cell verified proper plate to terminal connections
and showed the positive plate to be only partially charged. All layers
of SWRI-GX membrane were deeply blackened. Epoxy cement joining frames
to cores and membranes to frame had wicked into active material partially
reducing plate area. All active material was wetted with electrolyte
and no white areas on the positive plate indicating dry spots were
observed.
19 -
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,.	 It was thus concluded that the interaction of the large masses of
epoxy and PPO 531-801 within the cell cavity and plate active material
prevented normal cnarge acceptance at voltages lower than gassing
voltages. The 3/4 cemented frame design was therefore discarded and
emphasis placed on the narrow plate design to be described in later
sections of this report.
II. HEAT STERILIZABLE HIGH IMPACT 5 AH CELLS FOR C-SAD
A. ObJectives and Past Work. - In this task the object of development
was a 5.0 AH wet sealed Ag/KOH/ZnO cell capable of heat sterilizable
for 120 hours at 125°C and after charge a capability for surviving
a landing impact of 2800 t 200 g from 113 t 2 ft. per second and then
delivering 5.0 AH at the 1.0 hour rate. Engineering and prototype
cells have been heat sterilized, shocked at 2870 "g", and have exhibited
discharge capacities thereafter varying from 2.3 to 5.0 AH at the 5.0
amp rate, while non-sterile non-shocked cells gave 6-8 AH under the
same conditions. Development was therefore concentrated upon techniques
to improve reproducibility of the product prior to test flights in
the Capsule-System Advanced Development spacecraft at JPL.
B. Design and Production Improvements. - During this reporting period
ninety cells were completed and shipped to JPL for tests. Design
modifications included deletion of the polypropylene absorber and
retainer (Kendall EM-476), use of dry or wet pasted negative plates,
conversion of negative grid from 210 to 2/0 D to better retain active
material, and an increase in concentration of electrolyte to increase
- 20 -
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life. Production activation techniques were refined to permit vacuum
activation with no erosion and to control volume per cell to the design
mean ± 1. 70/6.
C. C-SAD Drop Tests. - From the 5.0 AH cells delivered by ESB to JPL
12-cell batteries were selected by matching pre-sterilization a.c.
impedances and open-circuit voltages. The cells were potted by JPL
into an aluminum chassis with epoxy in a compact shape - 8 x 4 x 4
inches. This battery with other components was heat sterilized 24
hours at 125°C, checked out, installed in the landing capsule (1)
sterilized a second cycle, and given preflight tests (including charge
of the battery). In the first drop test on a dry lake bed the 63-1/2
pound capsule fell in free fall from an altitude of 250 feet impacting
from 117 ft/second (80 mph) at a "g" level of 1300 "g" calculated
from the 2 inch depression left in the sand. A second test on the
same spacecraft (with a second battery) was performed with impact on
a macadamized surface at a measured impact of 2800 "g". In each drop
the test battery delivered the rated 5.0 AH capacity at the C-SAD
instrumentation load and performed the simulated mission requirements.
This task is now complete pending further production orders.
III. HEAT STERILIZABLE-HIGH IMPACT 5.0 AH AND 25 AH BATTERIES
A. Objectives and Past Work. - This task requires the design, fabrica-
tion, and tests of cells, a dummy battery, a prototype battery, and
manufacture of four 18-cell qualification batteries in each capacity
(1) E. K. Casani - Capsule System Advanced Development, JPL Report
760-20, 6 May 1968
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size. Performance objectives are:
• - One year prelaunch storage, then heat sterilization
120 hours at 135°C.
• - Eight month interplanetary mission on charged stand
(or float) .
• - Impact landing shock 2800 t 200 g from 113 t 2 ft/sec.
• - Energy output of 300 watt at a density of 25 W11/lb at
two capacities:
130 WH, 5 AH and 600 WH, 25 AH
The 5.0 AH cell developed for the C -SAD spacecraft is the basic cell
design for the smaller battery. A new narrow plate 25 Ali cell design
is the basic cell of the larger battery.
B. Non -High Impact 5.0 AH Test Cells. - In previous work a 23..59'%
capacity loss has been observed in the 5.0 AH high impact cells when
sterilized i...i hours at 135°C. To investigate the reasons for the loss,
a non-impact cell design (Model 281) (2) was developed using the same
number of plates (6+, 7-), but the high impact: plate core structures
were deleted and the number of layers of semi-permeable membrane was
increased from four to five or more. In the first test eight cells
were cons .,. , ated to test the effects of two membranes: 6L RAI -116
vs 6L SWRI-GX; two epoxy sealants - DEN EK85/DMP30 vs Isochem 811A/B;
and two cell case materials. All cells were activated, sealed herme-
tically, heat sterilized for 120 hours at 135°C, then charged and
cycled through 16 cycles during a 6-month period. TableIX summarizes
(2) Table X, p20, First Quarterly Report 1968, JPL Contract 951296.
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6discharge capacities for each of the 16 cycles by design type giving
means and ranges observed to date. Figure 1 shows the decay of capa-
city with cycling for RAI-116 vs the decay and then increase in capa-
city per SWRI-GX membrane cells. Least squares linear plots for the
period cycle I through cycle 16 were calculated to be:
RAI-116: Cn w 7.21 - 0.21 n
SWRI-GX: Cn n 4.59 + 0.015 n
where Cn is the discharge capacity on the nth cycle. Other effects
noted from the 16 cycle discharge capacity means for the four cells
having common test parameters are:
Test Parameter	 Mean	 s	 CV	 Change
n = 4 cells	 (AH)	 (%
	
(%)
n = 16 cycles
• RAI-116 vs	 5.36	 1.14	 21.3
SWRI-GX	 4.72	 .91	 20.2
&Effect of Membrane	 .64	 + 13.5
• PPO 534-801 vs	 5.18	 .55	 10.6
PPO 531-801	 4.90	 .78	 15.9
AEffect of Case	 .28	 + 5.7
Material
• Isochem 811B/811A	 5.10	 .63	 12.3
vs DEN438EK85/
DMP-30	 4.98	 .69	 13.8
AEffect of Sealant	 .12	 + 2.4
From this data RPI-116 membrane would be selected to increase capa-
city, especially during early cycles; PPO 534-801 is as inert a case
material as PPO 531-801, may give higher average capacity, and has the
real advantage of being less susceptible to stress cracking in the
24
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presence of oxygen during heat sterilization. Neither epoxy is dia-
tinctly better and should be selected on the basis of seal bond strength.
The experiment of Table X was performed to obtain a measure of
the effects of heat sterilization for 120 hours at 135 0C and the sub-
ati,tution of one layer of Kendall EM-476 non-woven polypropylene for
one layer of separator membrane. Mean capacities over the first six
discharge cycles show a 384' loss due to heat sterilization and a 6%
Increase in capacity (sterile or non-sterile) by replacing nne layer
of GX with U EM-476.
Heat sterilization for 120 hours at 135°C invariably leads to
excessive hydrogen pressures during the formation charge. Gage pressures
rise to 40-60 psig in the Model 281 cell size. Fisher gas chromatograph
analyses show large percentages of H2. Visual observations of formation
Vcharging heat sterilized negatives show gassing in the negative plate
active material (not localized at the grid) aQ soon as some zinc has
been formed, decreasing in severity with cycling, but sustained on
open-circuit during the first few cycles. The loss of capacity and
the gassing are associated with the negative plate. Reference electrodes
show positive limitation on charge, negative limitation on discharge,
and the ratio of output to input is 65-75% after heat sterilization vs
89-95% before heat sterilization. Investigation is being concentrated
on the negative plate to eliminate the capacity losses.
C. Hiwb Impact 5.0 AH Cell 'Tests. - X-rays of the Model 344 C-SAD high
aTABLE X
EFFECT OF HEAT STERILIZATION AND POLYPROPYLENE ABSORBERSi	 f	 ON DISCHARGE CAPACITIES MODEL 281 CELLS
Test Non-Sterilized Sterilized
1L EM476 1L EM476or
Cycle Number SIB GX 6L GX 5L	 GX 6L	 GX
Formation Charge
1st Stage Charge 12.90 12.55 7.56 7.56
Net Gain-Partial Cycle .15 .75 2.68 2.10
Total Input (AH) 13.05 13.30 10.24 9.66
Formation Discharge (AH) 11.65 11.73 7.52 6.65
Other Discharges (AH)
1 10.28 9.14 6.56 6.27
2 11.19 10.70 6.07 5.81
3 10.42 8.89 6.42 6.08
4 10.03 10.07 6.08 5.95
5 10.20 8.71 6.42 6.29
X	 6 cycles) 10.63 9.87 6.51 6.18
s .64 1.18 .53	 .30
b.34X 10.25
S,	 6 cycles) .99 .45
Capacity Loss Due to 10.25-6.34
HS 120 hrs. at 135°C 3.91 AH
	 38.1
Effect of Replacing 10.63-9.87 6.51-6.18
Absorber with 1L SWRI-GX .76 AH loss = .33 AH loss
(7.10/6) 5.	 °o
-27.-
pure silver plate corea and struts begin to buckle in the range 22-2500
'	 individual cells are hard mounted with no shock absorbingg s when 	 S
balsa-wood on the impact package. Hardened Inconel 600 and cold rolled
zirconium were selected to replace Ag cores in this cell design. Seven
nine plate cells were constructed to test Inconel 600 in live cells
through heat sterilization. Positive plate cores had silver plated
over an underlying nickel flash. Negative plate cores were Ag plated
over copper or nickel flash. PPO 531-801 shims replaced two positives
and negatives and provided normal pack tightness.
During 120 hours sterilization at 135°C seven of seven cells
exhibited leakage - 5 minor leaks around negative terminals and 2 major
leaks through the case to cover seal. Leakage sites were repaired, and
after restoring electrolyte lost, cells sealed and charged. All cells
 charges indicatingleaked again during the preformationg ,	  above normal
pressures. Four were overpotted. Three were overpotted with pressure
gages. During charge at 5 ma/in 2 to 1.97 volts the three cells with
pressure gages had to be vented periodically at 40-60 psig. Two cells
without gages ruptured. After a 24-hour stand open-circuit voltages
dropped as low as 1.0 volt.. After this experience Inconel 600 was dropped
from further consideration, except to demonstrate the shock capabilities
of plates supported with a metal of comparable strength. Impact tests
on shorted cells at JPL have showed no plate damage up to 4,000 "g".
Zirconium supported positive plates are now under test. Four Model
281 cells with 10-mil thick Z:r cores in positives and negatives with
28 .
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islightly less than normal negative active material were heat sterilized
. successfully 120 hours at 135°C without leakage. 	 Table
	 XI summarizes
formation cycle data. 	 Charge acceptance was 9.26 - 9.56 AH (0.31 - 0.32
AH/gm Ag) and output on the two step discharge test was 6 . 17 - 6.79 AH
r
0.21 - 0.22 AH/ m A 	 .	 All cells developed(	 g	 g)	 p	 pressures in excess of 60
psig during early stages of formation charge. 	 Analysis showed hydrogen
evolution on charge was responsible. 	 Negative limitation and not a Zr
problem was thus indicated.
High impact Zr cells are now being constructed for impact tests at
JPL at the full 3,000 "g" level.
D.	 High.Impact 25 AH Narrow Plate Cell Design. -
1.	 Design Approach. - Normally increasing cell capacity is accom-
plished by increasing plate size and weight, leading to severe structural
problems under 3 000 "g" impact forces. 	 Simply increasingP	 ^	 S	 P	 P Y
	
 the number
of plates of a similar size and weight to increase capacity does not
permit an increase in energy density and leads to structural and
electrochemical problems as well.
	 Stack-up of plates results in sever
compression Pf
 negative material reducing cycling efficiencies. 	 The	 i
plates must thetifore be supported in slots in the case wall and the
plate width must be limited to prevent excessive bending deflection
out of the slot.	 A compromise is to have one plate in a slot and
	 6'
strengthened to support its own weight as well as an adjacent plate.
	
Y
 1
Before optimum plate width could be calculated, the structural
integrity of charged positives was determined in the bending mode.__;
_ 29	 ..
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TABLr, X I
FORMATION CYCLE OF 11',CDEL 281 CELLS WITH
ZIRCONIUM STRUCTUR IZ' IN POSITIVE PLiNTE
Parameter SIN 29 SIN 30 S/N 3 1 S/N .3 2
Before Alva t 'i t ev i l izat i oll   
^	 ..
(120 lies.	 UU 313 'C)
Weight With gage (gems) 610 6 43 6119 6112
AC Impedance (ohms) 0. L 4 9 0.69 0.37 0.1-I5
upen-circuit voltage (V) _0.0G4 -0.089 -0., o t il. -0.0 4
After heat sterilization
C3	 MS)Weight with gage ('q 645 641, 647 -640
AC Impedance
	 (ohms) ,. 0. 040 0.035 0.032 0.031.
-Open-circuit Voltage CV)' -0.008 -0.007 -0.006 0. 007
Formation Charge
Step 1 7.75 8.'05 7.75 7. 715 '
Net Gain	 Partial Cycle 1.5S 1.55
-Total In 9.3) 9.56 9.26 :9.10
AH/gm Ag 0.31'' 0.32 0.3;1 0.11
Formation Discharge,
3.3 amps to 1.30 V 5.50 6.09 5.75 5.50
0.7 amp to .1.30' V 1. 13 0'. 70 8 0.67'
Total 6.63 6.79• 6.43 6.1.7
AH/gm Ag 0.22 0.22 0.21, 0. 2.1.
NSamples of Ago supported by Ag grids were point loaded to failure. Ago
began to crack at deflections as low as 0.02 inch per inch of span,
but shedding occurred only above 0.12 inch per inch of span. The
maximum design deflection was set at 0.10 inch per inch of span.
Inconel 600 and zirconium were both considered as support materials
for plate cores. zirconium does not have to be plated, appears to date
to be chemically inert in positives, and while structurally weaker, the
difference can be made up in the same increase in thickness needed
to silver plate Inconel 600 for electrochemical reasons.
2. ,Elate Width and Core Thickness. - Stress analyses were performed
to calculate optimum plate width and plate core thickness on the basis
of the assumptions:
• - 3,000 "g" shock perpendicular to plane of plate.
s	 • - Positive plates contain high strength metal core
and are supported individually in slots.
• - Negative plates are stiffened with silver sheet
but are supported by adjacent positives.
• - Positive active material weight equal to negative
active material weight.
Figure 1 gives the boundaries for core thicknesses and plate widths
fixed by failure analysis or the arbitrary limits imposed by dPL cell
energy density requirements. Plate width is limited to 0.75 - 1.25
inches and the shock supporting core thickness to 10-20 mils.
31 -
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3. Optimum Core Thickness and Edgewise S o c. - For the case of
shock (3,000 g) edgewise and parallel to the plane of the plates column
buckling strength is a critical design factor. Figure 2 gives buckling
limito and Euler failure stresses for Inconel, zirconium and silver
cores of various thicknesses. Inconel and zirconium at thickness of
15•mil and 17-mil, respectively, have over twice the buckling strength
d withstandrequire to w   the expected column stress. Ten mil silver
sheet can withstand the stress only when supported on either side by
the stiffened positives.
4. Cell Pack Design, Wripped Negatives. - On the premise that
shock survival takes precedence over optimum electrochemical performance,
a design choice to anchor the heavier positive plates in slots was made.
The cell separator system then must be wrapped around the lighter nega-
tives. The plate height and cell pack length (or number of plates per
cell) was then calculated to give:
• - Active plate area to meet voltage requirements 	 -4,
under the specification load.
* - Plate active material thicknesses to meet load
voltage and output energy per unit weight of
cell.
Table XII lists the detailed design factors. Figure 3 gives the computed
cell pack design parameters as a function of the number of negative
plates n, and the ratio of plate height to cell pack length B. For a
plate area of 100 1112 , the specific energy density of 20 WH/lb. minimum,
optimum designs appear in the region where B is 1.0 - 1.5 and n is
FIGURE 2
BUCKLING ANALYSIS FOR 1" WIDE PLATE
IN EDGEWISE SHOCK
3000 "G"
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TABLE . XII
DESIGN FACTORS 25 AH NARROW !LATE 3 9 000 "G" CELL PACK
(LOW CYCLE LIFE)
Positive Plate
Active Ag density • 69.4 gm/in3
Float charge efficiency - 82%
Discharge efficiency • 0.30 AH/gm Ag
Negative Plate
Mix density= 49 gm/in3
Mix material • 91% ZnO, 7% 323-43,
2% tef lon
ZnO float charge efficiency = 95%
Structure:
*0.015 solid Inconel 600 sheet
0.001 silver plate-both sides
2/0 silver grid - both sides
Thickness allowance - 0.021
Total plate width = 1.25"
Structure:
0.010 solid silver sheet
2/0 distorted grid - both sides
Thickness allowance - 0.014
Total plate width = 0.875"
Cell Pack
Active plate width : 0.875"
Separator - 6 layers SWRI-GX
Excess float charge capacity of ZnO over active Ag = 10'06
Cell
Ratio of cell pack weight to total cell weight n 0.65
(Factor determined from Model 344 cell)
(*) Or 17-mil Zirconium.
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416-20. Figure 4 is a scaled layout of a 25 AH narrow plate 3,000 g
cell design with a B approximately 1.0.
5. Future Work. - Prototype drawings have been completed and molded
parts will be procured for shock tests early in 1969. Intensive work
in the vulnerable area of active material to core bond strength is in
progress.
IV. TASK X HEAT STERILIZABLE 200 "G" IMPACT HIGH CYCLE LIFE BATTERY
A. Obiectives and Past Work,. - This task includes the development of an
18-cell 1200 watt-hour battery to meet the requirements of JPL Specifi-
cation GMP 50436-DSN-B-
9 - One year prelaungh storage followed by heat sterilization
for 120 hours at 135°C.
- Charge, 9-month interplanetary travel, soft 200 "g"
landing.
- 400 50% depth cycles delivering 24 AH at the 200 W
rate at temperatures in the range 10°C to 50°C.
Half size 24 AH cells, the ESB Model 172, have been developed,
successfully heat sterilized, then cycled at design rates with little
loss in capacity. Pellon 2530W was evaluated and verified as a suitable
substitute for Kendall EM-476 polypropylene as an absorber adjacent
positive plates.
B. Effect of Heat Sterilization, Negative Additive, and Absorber on
Cycle Life, - With the Model 172 24 AH cell as the basic cell design an
0
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experiment was initiated to test five groups of 3 cells each exploring
the following variables -
e - Percentage of compound 323-43 in the negative
plate active material (3, 5, and 7%)
0
• - Pellon 2530W positive plate absorber vs .,.) absorber.
e - Sterilization 120 hours at 135% in N2 vs no sterilization.
Tkble Xlisummarizes measured capacity data achieved to date during
the first 44 cycles on the routine: 21 hours charge CP at 1.97 volts
per cell, 3 hours discharge to 80% depth or 19.2 AH at 6.4 amperes.
Capacity measurements were made to 100% depth at 8.0 amps (0.083 amp/
in2) at cycles 6, 22, and 41. Figure 5 gives the mean rate of loss of
capacity with cycle life for each test group. The non-sterile group
and the three sterile groups having no absorber exhibit mean capacity
loss rates of 0.9% per cycle. The sterile group containing Pellon
`_V
	
	 2530W dropped to 27 AH bj the sixth cycle but has maintained that cap%-
city and is the highest capacity group at 41 cycles. The non-sterile
x^
group has remained 5-12% higher in capacity than all groups except
the Pellon group. Figure 6 gives the gradual decrease in mean midpoint
voltages averaged at cycles 16, 26, and 38 during 50% depth cycling.
The Pellon group has been 30-60 millivolts higher in voltage throughout
cycling to date. The groups with 3 and 5% compound 323-43 have exhibited
voltages 10-20 millivolts higher than the 7% groups, except the Pellon
group. The Pellon absorber effect is thus very favorable and should be	 `A
investigated further.^
Cycling 	 gwill continue to shortin  of at least two cells in each
group to measure the effect of percentage compound 323-43 on life. To
TABLE	 XIII
EFFECT OF HEAT STERILIZATION PERCENT NEGATIVE ADDITIVE, AND ABSORBER
ON DISCHARGE CAFACITY 24 AH CELLS
Cell	 Non-Sterile
^'et Parameter
_.,^.N^,,,_- No.	 Control Group	 Group Sterilized...^
	 ,^.._._ 120 flours 135°C
ALsorber None	 Pellon	 None
Additive, % 7	 7 7 5 3
e	 Formation 1	 40.4	 34.6 34.7 36.8 34.5
Charge, AH 2	 40.4
	 34.6 28.6 33.6 32.8
3	 40.4
	 31.6 31.6 36.8 35.8
•	 Formation 1	 38.4
	 33.2 32.2 34.4 34.0
Discharge, AH 2	 39.0	 33.7 33.7 34.8 37.6
3	 38.8
	 29.0 34.6 34.8 38.1
•	 Cycle 6 1	 37.0	 25.0 31.0 32.0 35.0
Discharge, AH 2	 8.4
	 28.3 26.8 28.4 36.2
3	 35.8	 (6)	 19 e 2 33.9 34.7 40.5
Cycle 22 1	 27.8	 25.3 27.8 26.8 27.4
2	 29.2
	 28.3 24.5 24.6 24.6
3	 27.1
	 -- 26.8 26.8 28.3
0	 Cycle 41 1	 25.7	 24.4 27.4 21. 25.0
2	 25.0	 29.2 22.7 '20.4 21.2
3	 24.2	 -- 22.3 20.4 25.47
Design features: (1) Positive wrap 5L SWRI-GX membrane.
(2) Overlap fold 1L SWRI-GX negative retainer,
(3) PPO 531-801 case and cover.
(4) Stainless steel pressure gage in each cell..
(5) Electrolyte:
	 67 cc 43% KOH containing 91 gm
ZnA/liter.
(6) Cycle 7 discharge was 36.7 AH.
s
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Sample Heat Percent Positive
SUMbol► Size Ster lized 3223_43 Absorbers
0 3 No 7 None
® 3 Yes 7 None
0 2 Yes 7 Pellon 2630W
3 Yes 5 None
Q 3 Yes 3 None
FIGURE 5
EFFECTS OF AUTOMATIC CYCLING ON 1006
DEPTH DISCHARGE CAPACITY OF 24 AH CELLS AT C/3 RATE
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date the total activated charged life is 3 months from the formation
charge date.
C. Native Active Material Binders. - Heat sterilizable negative plate
active materials will require binders to control plate wash out during
(3)
cycling. The teflonating process described by Goodkin was investigated
at levels of 1, 3, and 5% in sealed 7.5 AH cells (2 cells at each level).
Teflon 30 water emulsion was introduced at the specified percent solids
level into a previously compounded mixture of ZnO and compound 323-43.
The wet paste was baked to a maximum paste temperature of 270°C to
drive out moisture. The resulting damp crumbs were pressed onto
2/0 grids at a density of 48 t 2 grams/in 3 . Thirteen plate (6+, 7-)
cells were fabricated in PPO 534-801 cases and covers with separator
systems of 5L SWRI-GX and 1L SWRI-GX retainer. No absorbers were
used. Twenty-three cc of J40 electrolyte was added under full vacuum
to each cell before installing pressure gage - T - valve assemblies.
All cells were heat sterilized-sealed for 120 hours at 135°C in N2.
No leaks nor excessive pressures were detected during ,sterilization.
During the formation charge all cells developed pressures ranging
from 20 to 60 psig and required venting. This gas analyzed to be
hydrogen, which continued to be evolved in decreasing amounts through
the first two cycles. The cells were then sealed permanently and
placed on a modified constant potential charge at 1.97 volts per cell
with a current limit set to return 105% of the anticipated 1.0 hour
discharge capacity during an 11 hour charge. One-hundred and five
50'/ depth cycles have been run to date. Capacity measuring cycles
(3) Goodkin, J., Long Life Stable Zinc Electrodes for Alkaline Secondary
Batteries, Contract No. DAAB07-67-C-0185, Interim Report, T. R.
ECOM-0185-1, June 1967, p.p. 8 and 9.
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cycles were made at 100% depth on cycles 24, 29, 53, and 105. Figure 7
shows the capacity increase during the first 24 cycles from 7.2 AH to
9.5 AH and the decrease to 4.5 AH by the 105th cycle. Both 5% teflon
cells shorted at cycle 98. One 1% teflon cell shorted at cycle 104.
Dissection of the shorted cells revealed -
• - Cell packs were extremely tight in the jars with the
outer layers of GX membrane heat welded to the inner
jar walls.
• - Silver penetration through all layers - the only visible
mechanism of failure.
• - Negative active material erosion was 40-50% on 5% teflon-
ated plates and 50-60% on 196 teflonated plates.
• - Negative active material at areas not eroded was
extremely dense with thickness ranging from 53 to 105
mils for an original thickness of 43 mils.
Performance of the 7.5 AH cells was so disappointing that the deci-
sion to use Teflon-30 as a negative plate binder was scrapped, primarily
because of initial inefficient negative operation and hydrogen evolution,
and because of poor binding structure. Instead a true sintered negative
process, developed on Task 1, will be used in the cells for the principal
investigation of Task 10.
V. TASK XI - HEAT STERILIZABLE LOW IMPACT 2000 WATT-HOUR BATTERIES
A. Objectives and Past Work. - In this task on 18—cell 2000 WH sealed
battery is being developed per JPL specification GMP-50607-DSN to survive
one year pre-launch storage wet sealed, heat sterilization 120 hours at
}
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FIGURE 7
CAPACITY VARIATION OF TEFLONATED NEGATIVE PLATE
7.5 AH CELLS ON AUTO-CYCLING AFTER HEAT STERILIZATION
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135°C; then be charged. pass acceptance tests, stand charged or float
for 9 months interplanetary travel, soft land, and then perform up to
four cycles at rated capacity. Cell design, the ESB Model 364, was com-
pleted and tests are described below.
B. Prototype Cell Sterilization and Cycling Tests. - Nine Model 364
cells were manufactured, activated, sealed hermetically with epoxy, and
divided into two test groups - 3 cells control non-sterile and 6 cells
for sterilization. Clear polysulfone windows were installed in two
control cells and two sterile cells for observing electrolyte levels.
Pressure: gage assemblies were installed in each cell. During the 120
hour sterilization at 135 0 C in N2 three cells leaked - one at a poly-
sulfone window and two at the cover to jar epoxy seal. Electrolyte loss
was 1, 4, and 14 cc; 1, 2 and 9 percent respectively. A diffusion water
loss through the cell cases of 1 cc was also observed on the non-leaking
cells. The cells were resealed with epoxy without electrolyte addition
and placed on cycling tests.
Tables XIV and XV summarize charge and discharge capacities and out-
put energy in watt-hours inuring the first four cycles of both test groups.
Discharge mean energy density ct the C/4 rate varied from 57.9 to 51.2
WH/lb for the non-sterile 3-cell group and from 55.1 to 50.3 WH/lb for
the sterile-S = cell group. The cell losing 14 cc of electrolyte was
omitted from the latter group. Figure 8 shows the variation in observed
pressures on the nine cells during the formation charge, The six heat
sterilized cells built up pressures of 19-36 psig while the maximum
C'4^
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1
Non-Sterile Heat iterit ' z d
Sam le Size = 3 Sam le Size • 5
Charge -Discharge X 3 an a X5 Ran eParameter Min. Max. in. Max.
formation
2Precharge
Charge (g)
3.32
102.2
3.26
99.3
3 . 44
107.8
3.34
94.4
3.22
86.5
3.38
100.6
naNet gain, partial cycle 6.6 1.3 12.4 17.4 10.4 26.2
Total acceptance (AH) 108.8 101.0 113.8 1.11.8 109.6 112.9
Efficiency (AH/gm Ag) .38 .353 .397 .390 .383 .391
Discharge (AH) (5) 101.8 93.4 107.0 96.5 91.4 100.8
Efficiency (AH/gm Ag) .355 .326 .374 .337 .318 .351
Cycle 
^Charge,	 step 1 79.0 72.7 85.9 82.3 75.5 91.3
step 2 10.8 6.2 16.0 6.7 4.2 11.2
Total acceptance (AH) 89.8 88.7 92.1 89.0 83.8 95.5
Discharge (AH) 86.2 85.7 36.7 87.7 80.0 92.7
Efficiency (AH/gm Ag) .302 .300 .303 .306 .280 .324
Cycle No. 2
Charge, step 1 84.1 76.6 89.8 82.0 73.8 86.8
step 2 5.3 2.b 9.4 4.7 2.0 9.4
Total acceptance (AH) 89.4 86.0 92.4 86.7 78.6 90.7
Discharge (AH) 91.0 90.0 92.0 84.4 76.6 87.6
Efficiency (AH/gm Ag) .318 .315 .321 .295 .268 .306
Cycle No. 3
Charge, step 1 79.8 77.0 84.6 77.2 73.1 $1.3
step 2 1.7 1.6 1.8 6.3 1.6 25.1
Total acceptance (AH) 81.5 78.6 86.2 83.5 74.8 102.6
Discharge (AH) 85.6 82.6 90.4 87.9 79.4 105.4
Efficiency (AH/gm Ag) .299 .289 .316 .292 .277 .368
Cycle No_, 4
Charge, step 1 83.6 83.0 84.1 85.7 71.5 105.7
step 2 3.4 3.2 3.7 4.5 3.0 7.0
Total acceptance	 AH 87.0 86.7 87.3 90.? 78.5 112.5
Ea'
9
i
TABLE xiv
CHARGE-DISCHARGE CAPACITY, MODEL 364 CELLS
NOMINAL CAPACITY = 80 AH
NOTES: (1) Heat sterilization at 135°C for 120 hours.
(2) Formation precharge at 0.105 amp (.56 ma/in2) to 1.60 V.
(3) Formation charge at 0.93 amp (5 ma/in 2) to 1.97 V.
(4) Partial cycle consist of 1.86 amps (10 ma/in2) discharge to
1.70 V followed by recharge at 0.93 amp to 1.97 V.
All discharge profiles: 20 amps 108 ma/in2C5)	  P	 P C
	
) to 1.25 V.
(6) Cycles 1-4 charge profile: 1.86 amps to 1.97 V, then
0.93 amp to 1.97 V except for TEV of 2.02 V for cycles 3 and 4.
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Is
on- er a- --- Heat Ster1lized
Sample Size, a 3. Sample Size = 5
X3 Ra W e X Ran e
n ax n axDischar e C cle 5
Formation
I
Voltage, initial (V) 1.56 1.54 1.58 1.61 1.55 1.68
plateau (V) 1.45 1.445 1.455 1.445 1.435 1.45
average (V) 1.439 1.436 1.446 1.443 1.427 1.461
Energy,	 (WH) 146.5 134.2 153.6 139.3 130.4 147.3
Energy density (WH/lb) 47.9 53.0 60.7 55.1 51.5 58.3
Cycle No. 1
Voltage, Initial (V) 1.79 1.78 1.795 1.77 1.77 1.78
plateau (V) 1.49 1.46 1.48 1.47 1.46 1.48
average (V) 1.507 1.498 1.r-17 1.501 1.489 1.529
Energy (WH) 130.0 129.1 130.9 131.9 122.3 138.0
Energy density (WH/lb) 51.2 51.0 51.6 52.0 48.4 54.5
Cycle No_2
Voltage, initial (V) 1.778 1.775 1.780 1.783 1.765 1.795
plateau (V) 1.465 1.460 1.470 1.464 1.450 1.480
average (V) 1.496 1.487 1.503 1.507 1.485 1.525
Energy (WH) 136.1 135.3 137.8 127.2 113.8 133.6
Energy density (WH/lb) 53.9 53.5 54.4 50.3 44.9 52.8
Cycle No. 3
Voltage, initial (V) 1,768 1.762 1.776 1.769 1.634 1.790
plateau (V) 1.480 1.476 1.488 1.484 1.465 1.500
ayerage (V) 1.513 1.500 1.527 1.520 1.488 1.539
Energy (WH) 129.4 123.9 136.8 132.8 119.8 156.8
Energy density (WH/lb) 51.2 49.0 54.0	 11 51.6 43.4 61.9
1 C'
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TABLE X V
DISC11ARGE VOLTAGE-ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS,
MODEL 364 CELLS
NOMINAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS= 111 WH
NOTES: (1) Heat sterilization 120 hours at 135°C in N2.
(2) Cell discharges: 20 amps to 1.25 V (108 ma/in2).
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pressure for non-sterile control cells was 7.5 psi&. During the re-
maining cycled 36 prig was the maximum pressure observed. Figures 9
and 10 give the decrease in capacity and energy and the slight increase
in discharge plateau voltages during the first four cycles.
The six sterilized cells were next assembled fully charged into a
dummy 6-cell aluminum canister, simulating 6/18 of the ultimate battery,
and shipped to JPG for environmental tests. Three cells failed by
shorting - cae just prior to vibration and two after the "Z" plane of
vib ation. Dissection of the cells at ESH showed the separator system
had been cut at the bottom of "U" folds by positive plates wedged between
the sealing cover and the jar bottom by faulty plate alignment. Vibra-
tion forces added to the cutting action. Plate grids were cut from an
interrupted solid-expanded mesh with a solid strip across the top of
ach plate. Vibration in the "Z" plane caused tensile failure of the
grid at the expanded-to-solid- striy interface, and the exposed -rid
wires'lacerated the separator system giving hot shorts in two of the
three cells.
Corrective action has been instituted to properly align plates
during the plate tab to cover seal operation and to redesign the plate
grids using non-.interrupted grid framed with a border of Ag sheet
spotwelded to the grid and the tab. Seal integrity will be improved
by a new cover to case seal designed to eliminate wiping epoxy from
sealing surfaces when the cell cover is installed.
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C. Effect of Sterilization After Cvclina of 80 AH Cells. - Three Model
364 cells (the non -sterile group of Table XIV) were let-down discharged
after five cycles to equilibrium open-circuit voltages of 10, 15, and 20
millivolts, then sterilized 120 hours at 135 ° C. Figure 11 gives the fifth
and sixth cycle discharge curves for each cell. Heat sterilization after
cycling caused 20-36% loss in discharge energy - 121 to 127 WH delivered
on cycle 5 at the C/4 rate vs 77 to 102 WH delivered on cycle 6. Cycles
7 through 8 showed further loss in energy to 79 to 84 WH. The method
for let-down appears to be critical to the success of this test. further
investigation is in progress because a one or two cycle pretest before
sterilization would be valuable to future mission success if such a
pretest can be shown to correlate with post-sterilization performance.
D. St^zation of Dummy 18-Cell Battery. - A full size chassis was de-
signed, procured in 6061-T6 aluminum, and used as a prototype to test
battery cell case, intercell connector, potting, and chassis metal
interactions during sterilization. A complement of 18 dummy Model 364
cells - cells per ESB Drawing 364-1000 less cell pack but sealed with
cell electrolyte - were potted into the chassis with degassed Stycast
1090, Catalyst 11. Nine of the cells were sealed with epoxy A and nine
with epoxy B and were randomly arranged in the 18 honey -comb slots in
the chassis. Intereell connectors and individual cell taps and main
battery power leads were cabled and brought out per Drawing 364-1000 to
a connector position and then completely encapsulated in a second pot
of Stycast 1090, Catalyst 11.
The complete assembly was sterilized 12:0 hours at 135% in a nitrogen
atmosphere. Examination after sterilization re p ealed a 10 gram weight
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FIGURE 11
VOLTAGE-TINE DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS OF
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CYCLED 80 AH CELLS BEFORE AND AFTER STERILIZATION
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tloss, no visual electrolyte leakage, but electrical leakage to ground. The
chassis end opposite the connector had bulged 40 mils in spite of support
flanges. The battery was then stored 4 days at -7° C, the lowest temper-
ature anticipated during life and a total Ot of 142°C (256'F), to give
maximum forces exerted from unequal coefficients of expansion. Upon
restoring to 25 0 C cracks in the Stycast 1090 encapsulant were revealed.
Immersion in water containing phenolphthalein verified electrolyte leakage.
After disassembly five cells were found to be leaking, 4 of 5 having the
epoxy A seal, and a l '. leaking along the cover to jar seal on the broad
cell wall. Cross-section cuts in the seal area showed leaks occurred
where epoxy was wiped from the mating surfaces in the act of assembly.
No jar or cover material (PPO 534-801) damage was encountered.
It is evident from this test that the differences in expansion in coefficients -
Aluminum 6061 - T6 chassis
	
14. 1 x 10" 6 in/in° F
	 j -k
Stycast 1090/11 potting
	
10.6
PPO 534-801 case and cover
	
29.0
Ag plated copper terminals	 9.8
and intercell connectors
can create forces adequate to cause tension failure of the epoxy outer
battery seal and perhaps contribute to cell soa p failure. Corrective
epoxy encapsulant (from which cracks propagated), and to redesign the
cell case to cover seal.
E. Protection of 2000 WH Battery Energy Density. - Table X VI gives a
weight analysis based on measured cell weights and component weights
obtained from the 18-cell dummy battery and establishes a battery weight
of 60.8 pounds. The post-sterilization energies of Table XVI
project a battery deliverable energy of 2500 WH and an energy density
of 41 WH/lb. The goal is 45 WH/lb at the CA discharge rate after a
9-month trip to the planet and a soft landing.
VI. QUALITY 15SURANCE
The ESB/BMED Quality Assurance Program for this contract has been revised
to include very active participation of the quality assurance engineer
in the project. His actions now include -
• - Weekly meeting with all project
	
engin ers.P ^	 g
9 - Review of engineering notebooks.
a - Periodically monitoring of inspections and tests.
S - Maintenance of inspection data file and report of
deviations to Engineering.
e - Review of purchase orders, receiving documentation, and
internal work orders for Q.A. and Q.C. requirements.
• - Maintenance of Q.A. notebooks.
a - Witness or perform cell post-mortems, and write failure
reports.
a - Reliability sign-off on prototype engineering drawings
as well as production releases. I I
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iTABLE XVI
WEIGHT ANALYSIS, MODEL 364 BATTERY
HEAT STERILIZABLE, 200 G IMPACT
w
Battery	 om	 ent a
Weight
lbs
1.	 18 cells, wet and sealed, (1 2.53 lb P/N-364-2000 45.5
each*
2.	 1 Oanister, 6061-T6 aluminum P/N-364-4000 7.7
j.	 Wiring MIL-W-16878/4A E-20 and E-12 0.6
4.	 Jam nut receptacle PC507E-16-265 0.2
5.	 Potting Stycast 1090 6.8
Estimated Battery Weight P/N-364-1000 60.8
*) Mean of cells SIN 1 thru 9.
sDuring the past six months normal ESB quality assurance and
inspection operations were performed on the following cells developed
and manufactured in the Engineering Pilot Plant:
Number
Of Cells
	 Model
	 CaDacitv
AH)
	
30	 281	 5
	
90	 344	 5
	
12	 172	 24
	
9	 364	 80
The EMED Q.A. engineer participated in the design reviews held on
the Model 344 and on the Model 364 cell designs and in all Material.
Review actions arising during production of the above cell q . All plate
and cell travelers generated by inspectors were reviewed and approved.
Instrumentation and special tooling calibration was maintained. Special
attention to the calibration of heat sterilization ovens was requested
by Engineering and accomplished by Q.A.
VII. NEW TECHNOLOGY
A narrow plate 25 AH sealed Ag-ZnO cell design capable of heat sterili-
zation, charge, and 4,000 "g" impact has been developed. Details of
the design have been described.(4)
GONCLUJIONS
1.	 Capacity losses following heat sterilization in 5 amp - hr scaled
cell casos have still been they general experience.
	 This observation is not
so generally true in larger (25 amp - hr) sizes.	 It has not yet been possible
to explain this capacity loss with any degree of certainty.
2.	 Cell packs assembled in Teflon inserts . - ontained in nickel
bombs have not shown a loss in capacity following heat sterilization. The
addition of various organic components such as polypropylene absorber,
polyphenylene oxide;, ^paxy resin adhesives as well as the separate parts
thereof - novolak and catalyst, and combinations of these have not caused
capacity loss following heat sterilization.
	 Thus, there is some reason to
believe that the effect is not necessarily chemical but may be mechanical,
for example, incomplete weWng of the cell pack.
3.	 Five amp-hr sealed ZnO/KOH/Ag cells capable of wet heat
sterilization for 72 hours at 125'C have been developed and tested suc-
cessfully in the JPL CSAD at measured impacts as high as 2800 g. Design
changes to increase shock survival levels to 4000 g replace pure silver
with zirconium positive plate cores to increase tensile and buckling
strength.
4.	 Twenty-five amp-hr heat impact cells, notably unsuccessful
_y to date, are being redesigned with narrow plates (1" wide) supported byheavy, chemically etched silver negative cores mounted in slots in the
cell case wall and zirconium positive cores. 	 Stress analyses project a
4000 g impact capability after heat sterilization.
f S.	 Twenty-five amp-hr cells, non-impact resistant, have been
i successfully wet heat sterilized 120 hours at 135' C and then cycled at
design rates with little loss in capability.
	 Cycle life with 5 layers of
SWRI-GX membrane is 3 months to date on 21 hour charge / 3 hour dis-
charge cycles at 80 016 depth of rated capacity.
m 6.	 Eighty amp-hr cells, non-impact resistant, were successfully
wet heat sterilized 120 hours at 135 ' C and then discharged at C/4 rate.
Mean energy density varied from 51 to 58 watt hrs /lb for 5 sterile cells
u and from 50.55 watt hrs /lb for 3 non-sterile cells. 	 Three non» sterile
cells were let down after 5 cycles, sterilized 120 hours at 125 °
 C, then
discharged at the C /4 rate.	 A 20-36 % loss in discharge energy was ob-
served.
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